Age and Time Need Not and Should Not Be Eliminated From the Coronary Risk Prediction Models
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Risk assessment, risk communication, and risk management are 3 fundamental steps in the primary and secondary prevention of coronary heart disease (CHD). Consequently, national and international guidelines1–4 have been formulated to assist clinicians in providing standardized care for treating coronary risk factors. These guidelines are consistent with the best available scientific evidence on risks of developing CHD and potential strategies to reduce those risks via nonpharmacological and pharmacological interventions. One of the critical concepts on which contemporary guidelines are founded is the notion that the choice and intensity of an intervention strategy should in part be based on the underlying risk—ie, the absolute risk of experiencing a CHD event during a short-term period. This is typically estimated as the 10-year risk of CHD for a man or a woman of a specific age.1,3,4 In this issue of Circulation, Ridker and Cook5 present an argument to eliminate both the age and the time dependency of CHD risk prediction algorithms. On the basis of the objectives of current guidelines and risk prediction algorithms, we disagree with the suggestion made by Ridker and Cook. We submit that not only is removal of age and time not necessary, but, to the contrary, such removal may be inappropriate. Furthermore, as we demonstrate below, the objectives desired by Ridker and Cook are already available with the existing prediction algorithms and often have been incorporated into the standard use of the current guidelines.
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Before we proceed, it would be useful to summarize the observations made by Ridker and Cook. First, they point out the possibility that young individuals with multiple risk factors and very low short-term CHD risk but a much higher lifetime CHD risk (patient example 1 in their article) may not be targeted adequately for lifestyle-related measures and pharmacological interventions that are likely to reduce lifetime CHD risk. This is a result of the perception of lower risk created by the use of “short-term absolute risk” as the metric for decision making. They argue that removal of age and time would somehow alter the perceptions of the treating clinicians so that such an individual may be treated more aggressively. Second, they point out (through their patient example 2) that CHD risk may be relatively static with increasing age (and greater duration of exposure) because of the diminishing impact of select risk factors with increasing age. Again, this arises because of the use of age and time as the logical scales for predicting CHD risk. Third, they propose 2 sets of programs to resolve what they perceive as a conflict in the strategy of targeting patients at high short-term risk, seemingly at the cost of advocating a less aggressive intervention strategy for individuals with lower short-term risk but high relative risk. They advocate using an absolute risk–based program for pharmacological risk reduction for the former and a relative risk–based program for lifestyle-related interventions for the latter. Let us scrutinize each of these points in the context of the current national guidelines.

Current Recommendations for Approaching the Individual With Multiple Risk Factors and Low Short-Term CHD Risk (Patient Example 1)

The example in Ridker and Cook’s Table 15 is provided to demonstrate that a 30-year-old person with an adverse risk factor profile (LDL of 190 mg/dL, systolic blood pressure of 160 mm Hg, and smoking) but with a low 10-year absolute CHD risk because of age would not be treated appropriately. The implication is that use of relative risk would facilitate a better evaluation of the patient’s risk at an earlier age and we would not have to wait until the person reaches 50 years of age to recognize the seriousness of the risk profile. Both of these points are incorrect.

The major advance in the National Cholesterol Education Program’s Adult Treatment Panel (ATP) III report (relative to previous sets of recommendations) is incorporation of both short-term (10-year) and long-term (>10-year) risks into the clinical evaluation.1,6 Thus, the short-term 10-year CHD risk is not the standalone criterion for counseling. Careful consideration of the number and levels of risk factors is a critical component of the ATP III recommendations. Thus, treatment strategies in the ATP III guidelines are formulated for strata defined on the basis of both the numbers of risk factors and the estimated 10-year absolute CHD risk.1,6 The patient in Ridker and Cook’s first example6 has 3 risk factors in addition to high LDL cholesterol. The 10-year total CHD risk for this patient varies from 2% to 9% at ages 30 and 40 years (according to the Framingham scoring system7 that estimates the risk of total CHD including coronary deaths, myocardial infarctions, coronary insufficiency, and stable angina). The
Framingham function used in the ATP III guidelines focuses on hard CHD (myocardial infarction and CHD mortality) risk estimates that are, in general, about two thirds to three fourths of total CHD event rates.1,6

Recognizing the low short-term CHD risk for the patient in Ridker and Cook’s example 1,2 ATP III guidelines clearly delineate that the therapeutic aim for such an individual (multiple \( \geq 2 \) risk factors, 10-year risk \(< 10\% \)) is to reduce long-term (>10-year) risk by achieving an LDL cholesterol goal of 130 mg/dL.1,6 Indeed, current recommendations (per ATP III) for the individual in example 1 are to institute therapeutic lifestyle changes (TLC; including reduced dietary intake of saturated fats and cholesterol; dietary options to enhance LDL lowering; weight control, if applicable; increased physical activity; smoking cessation; and blood pressure control) for 3 months initially. If the LDL cholesterol goal is achieved, then the clinician should emphasize maintenance of TLC along with control of other risk factors and reevaluate the patient after 1 year. If the TLC regimen does not achieve an LDL target of \(< 130 \text{ mg/dL} \), then ATP III guidelines recommend TLC for another 3 months, followed by the option of prescribing LDL-lowering drugs if LDL levels are \( \geq 160 \text{ mg/dL} \) at the end of the second period.1,6

In other words, if ATP III recommendations are followed, the person in Ridker and Cook’s example 1 \(^5\) would be targeted at age 30 years and would not be left alone for 30 years to reach a 10-year CHD risk of 30\%, a possibility raised by the data presented in their Table 1. The therapeutic options (TLC) envisaged under the national risk detection program proposed by Ridker and Cook are already detailed and in place for this patient under ATP III. Furthermore, it is important to note that the Framingham scoring systems\(^7\) clearly compare the 10-year CHD risk in this patient with 2 referents: In Ridker and Cook’s reference 1 to a person of similar age and sex but with (1) optimal levels of several risk factors and (2) average levels of several risk factors. In the ATP III guidelines, the same individual is compared with people with (1) optimal and (2) normal risk factor levels. Thus, the Framingham scoring system in their reference 1 compares the 9\% 10-year total CHD risk at age 40 for patient example 1 to the 2\% 10-year CHD risk in a similar woman with an “average” risk factor profile.\(^7\) This comparison yields a relative risk of about 4.5, which complements the absolute CHD risk estimates. Thus, the importance of the concept of relative risk for targeting the patient in example 1 is already built into the existing Framingham scoring systems.\(^7\) In particular, for the ATP III version of the Framingham scoring system, one can readily download an electronic Framingham risk calculator\(^8\) that produces a visual display of a person’s 10-year absolute CHD risk and the other 2 comparative risks (Figure).

**Relatively Invariant CHD Risk With Increasing Age in a Patient With Multiple Risk Factors (Patient Example 2)**

As noted previously, the unvarying risk factor profile at different ages for the patient in Ridker and Cook’s example 2\(^5\) seems to result in a constant absolute 10-year hard CHD risk with advancing age. It is worth clarifying that the absolute event rates in their Table 2 are for hard CHD events (in contrast to patient example 1, in which the rates are for total CHD) and are based on the ATP III point scoring system.\(^1,6\) The Figure provides such a display for the patient in Ridker and Cook’s example 2\(^5\) at age 60 years via the electronic calculator. As is evident from the Figure, the absolute 10-year hard CHD risk of 12\% contrasts with 2\% for a person with “normal” risk factor levels (yielding a relative risk of 6) and with 1\% for a person with “optimal” levels of CHD risk factors (a relative risk of 12). The 12\% hard CHD rate differs slightly from the 8\% estimate noted in Ridker and Cook’s Table 2 because the electronic calculator uses Framingham risk equations that yield more precise CHD risk estimates; the ATP III point scoring system provides a close approximation.

The ATP III guidelines specifically emphasize that the lower points allocated to select risk factors at older ages should not be misconstrued to indicate a decreasing importance of these risk factors with advancing age.1,6 The guidelines also underscore that the relative benefit with risk reduction that is achieved with lowering LDL cholesterol or with smoking cessation is the same as it is in younger people. In other words, notwithstanding the invariant CHD risk with increasing age for the patient in example 2, the treatment LDL goal does not change with age (it remains \(< 130 \text{ mg/dL} \) for a person with multiple risk factors and 10\% CHD risk), and drug therapy is a consideration if TLC for 3 months does not lower LDL levels below the stated goal. In addition, as in patient example 1, because treatment strategies are based on both numbers of risk factors and absolute risk, the patient in example 2 will be targeted at age 40 years with TLC followed by drug therapy, if necessary. Lastly, the usual use of the ATP III risk scores incorporating the comparison to individuals with optimal and normal risk factor levels would clearly demonstrate the seriousness of the risk factor profile even at the young age of 40 years for the patient in the second example.

**Elimination of Age and Time From Prediction Algorithms and 2 Sets of Programs for Lowering Vascular Risk: Whose Risk Is It Anyway?**

There are several reasons, therefore, why we submit that we do not need 2 sets of programs, the first focusing on patients and using relative risk of CHD (eliminating age and time), and the other targeting clinicians and based on absolute CHD risk, as suggested by Ridker and Cook.

First, the 2 sets of programs envisaged would be largely redundant with the current ATP III guidelines,\(^1,6\) which integrate well with the complementary National Cholesterol Education Program\(^9\) and other strategies targeting the public health approach to improving vascular risk population-wide.\(^10\) A specific objective of ATP III that distinguishes it from previous reports is that it provides considerable flexibility to permit a wide variety of options for primary prevention.\(^1,6\) Thus, the objective of treating the patient in Ridker and Cook’s example 1\(^5\) is to lower long-term CHD risk, and that for the patient in example 2 is to reduce both short-term and long-term CHD risks. In both cases, relative
and absolute risks can be presented to patients with existing tools such as the electronic risk calculator.

Second, the dichotomy of approaches suggested (in terms of relative versus absolute risk) is problematic because it artificially separates the continuum of information and associated choices that must be offered to and discussed with patients by clinicians. Whether for the purpose of TLC or for pharmacological interventions, presentation of both absolute and relative risks to patients is critical. Perceptions of risks and benefits by both patients and clinicians are influenced strongly by the framing of risk information.11–16 Balanced communication is important because whereas the short-term absolute risk may over- or underemphasize the immediacy of risk, the relative risk may magnify the catastrophic nature of risk (eg, a relative risk of 6 for the patient in example 2 at age 60 years relative to an average person of similar age). Consequently, experts caution that the presentation of data as “relative risks” distanced from “absolute risks” to achieve professionally desirable goals (as proposed in Ridker and Cook’s national risk detection program) should be avoided because, although well intentioned, such framing may be perceived by some as “potentially manipulative.”11 Ridker and Cook note that “waiting to label” as high risk the patient in example 1 who is “in need of lifestyle intervention” is a “public policy error.” We believe that risk communication is a dialogue that neither labels nor dictates the need for intervention and involves 5 essential components (described by Epstein et al.13): understanding the patient’s (and family members’) experiences and expectations; building a 2-way partnership; providing evidence in multiple easily understood formats, including both relative and absolute risks, preferably placed in the context of everyday risks with which the patient is familiar and including an unbiased discussion of uncertainties; presenting recommendations informed by clinical judgment, keeping individual patient preferences in perspective; and ascertaining patient understanding and agreement. It is important to accept that what constitutes a rational choice in certain situations will vary according to the several perspectives involved: those of the individual patient, public health, the medical profession, and the pharmaceutical industry.16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>(Type Over Placeholder Values in Each Cell)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>male (m) or female (f)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cholesterol</td>
<td>mg/dL</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>mg/dL</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Blood Pressure</td>
<td>mmHg</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment for Hypertension</td>
<td>yes (y) or no (n)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Smoker</td>
<td>yes (y) or no (n)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Frame for Risk Estimate</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Your Risk** (The risk score shown is derived on the basis of an equation. Other NCEP materials, such as ATP III point products, use a point-based system to calculate risk score that approximates the equation-based one.)

Absolute risk of hard CHD risk calculated (red bar) with risk factor levels for Ridker and Cook’s patient example 25 and an electronic spreadsheet incorporating Framingham risk functions. The absolute CHD rate in this patient is also compared with that experienced by people of similar age and sex but with optimal (green bar) and “normal” (blue bar) levels of risk factors.
Ultimately, the choice to follow TLC alone in the face of high short-term absolute CHD risk or to pursue pharmacological intervention for reducing a relatively low long-term risk, although seemingly not rational from the clinician’s perspective, resides with the patient. It is well recognized that the attempt to provide standardized health care via guidelines may conflict with providing greater choice for patients and respecting individual autonomy.11

Third, adherence to the current set of guidelines is limited,17 and creating a new set of programs that do not represent (in our opinion) a major departure from existing ones may serve more to confuse than to improve risk management. For these reasons, we acknowledge the importance of points noted by Ridker and Cook but maintain that attention and effort may be better focused on improving patient and clinician education to promote awareness of these options within contemporary guidelines1,6 and on encouraging better methods of risk communication to facilitate rational choices.
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